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TO: IMMEDIATE MEXICO CITY.

WNINTEL RYBAT

REFS: A. DIRECTOR 222189
B. MEXICO CITY 45093 0709303

1. FOLLOWING HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS STAFF (HSCA) SCHEDULED ARRIVE MEXICO CITY ON 30 MAY 1978 AND DEPART O/A 4 JUNE 1978

GARY CORNWELL, DEPUTY CHIEF COUNSEL
HAROLD LEAP, INVESTIGATOR
DAN HARDWAY, RESEARCHER
EDWIN LOPEZ, RESEARCHER

STATE DEPARTMENT HAS SENT MESSAGE TO EMBASSY REQUESTING EMBASSY PROVIDE LODGING AND LOCAL TRANSPORT FOR STAFFERS. TO OUR KNOWLEDGE HSCA VISIT NOT COORDINATED WITH FBI.

2. EMBASSY HAS ALSO BEEN REQUESTED TO COORDINATE VISIT WITH APPROPRIATE MEXICAN AUTHORITIES INCLUDING LOCATING AND ARRANGING INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONS LISTED PARA 1, REF A, A THROUGH I.

3. IN ADDITION TO IDENTITY J (WHO SUBJECT MEXICO CITY 44819 AND DIRECTOR 215553) AND IDENTITY K, PARA 1, REF A, AND SUBJECT PARA 2, REF A, HSCA DESIRES INTERVIEW FORMER OTS STAFFER ROBERT ZAMBERNARDI WHO RETIRED MEXICO 1965. HSCA DEFERS TO STATION JUDGMENT WHETHER INTERVIEWS WITH RAMON JOSEPH ALVAREZ DURANT (FORMER SAFEHOUSE KEEPER), GEORGE MUNRO, CHARLES FLICK AND ROBERT ZAMBERNARDI SHOULD BE CONDUCTED IN MEXICO OR WITHIN CONTINENTAL U.S. IF STATION AMENABLE HSCA INTERVIEWING THESE INDIVIDUALS MEXICO SUGGEST INTERVIEWS BE CONDUCTED IN EMBASSY. IF THESE INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED MEXICO, STATION SHOULD POUCH ALL NOTES TAKEN BY INTERVIEWERS TO HQS ATTENTION OTIS C. VIGEANT. PLS ADVISE.

4. HSCA HAS FOLLOWING SPECIFIC QUESTIONS THEY INTEND TO

SECRET

06596
Pursue:

A. What did Oswald or the unidentified person photographed outside Cuban and Soviet embassies do while in Mexico?
B. Identify all local Cuban consulate employees during 1963?
C. HSCA confused by inability to link photographs of persons visiting Soviet and Cuban embassies to teletaps.
D. HSCA has been informed through interviews that there were five teletaps but HOS records reveal take from only three teletaps. HSCA wants to identify the other two teletaps. HSCA aware there were unilateral taps and they desire know if these were on official Cuban or Soviet installations.
E. In photo coverage of Cuban embassy there were three camera positions but HOS photos made available to HSCA appear to be from only two camera positions. HSCA hopes to clarify.
F. HSCA has inquired if station can assist in arranging meetings with Mexican officials who knowledgeable this investigation. Defe Station judgment re this request due Embassy involvement para 2, above.

5. PLS provide name of Station officer with whom Mr. Cornwell can be in contact with during visit.

6. HSCA open to any station guidance re procedures to be followed during their visit. HSCA assumes Mexican authorities will monitor their activities and interviews with Mexican nationals.

7. FYI only: HSCA staffers Cornwell, Hardway, and Lopez have recently visited Cuba in connection with their investigation. Mr. Cornwell is mature, discreet, aggressive and experienced attorney/prosecutor. Mr. Leap is mature and experienced investigator. Messrs. Hardway and Lopez are young researchers who are somewhat impecunious and "free spirited." Mr. Lopez is bi-lingual and has Mexican/Latin American appearance. All HSCA staffers fully cleared.

8. PLS reply immediate by cob 18 May 1978. E2, IMPDET.

Orig: C/LA/ST8 (STURBITTS X9127); Coord: SA/DO/O (SHEPANEK), CI/EXG (HOLMES), OLC; Auth: AC/LA/MGSB (LEHMAN); Rel: C/LA
(WARREN): CL BY: 029163.

END OF MESSAGE